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Let f(f, D) denote the maximum possible diameter of a graph obtained from a (I + I)-edge- 
connected graph of diameter D by deleting f edges. F.R.K. Chung and M.R. Carey have shown 
that for Dr 4, (I + I)(D - 2) ~f(t, D) 5 (I + 1)D + 1. Here we consider the cases D = 2 and D = 3 and 
show that J(f, 2) = 4 and 3@- 3 ~f(r, 3) s 3fi + 4 if I is large enough. We solve also the problem 
for the directed case (answering a question of F.R.K. Chung and M.R. Carey) by showing that 
if D 13 the diameter of a digraph obtained from a (t + I)-arc-connected digraph of order R by 
deleting t arcs is at most n-2! + 1. In the case D=2, the maximum possible diameter of the 
resulting digraph is (like in the undirected case) 4. We also consider the same problem for vertices. 
1. introduction 
Let G = (( V(G), E(G)) be a directed or undirected graph of order n with vertex-set 
V(G) and edge-set E(G). The distance d,(~,y) from x to y is the length of a 
shortest path from x to y. The diameter D(G) of G is the maximum value of 
dG(x,y) over all pairs of vertices x, y in V(G). A graph (a digraph) has finite 
diameter if and only if it is connected (strongly connected). If x is any vertex in 
V(G), r(x)(resp. T+(x),T-(x)) is the set of all neighbours (resp. successors, 
predecessors) of X, and the degree d(x) (resp. outdegree d+(x), indegree d-(x)) of 
x is equal to the cardinality of T(x) (resp. T’(x),f-(x)). 
Let f(t, D) denote the maximum possible diameter of a graph obtained from a 
(t+ I)-edge-connected graph by deleting t edges. This notion has been introduced 
by F.R.K. Chung and M.R. Carey in [I], to which we refer the reader for references 
on analogous problems. They showed that for fixed t and 024 
(t+ l)(L)-2)Sf(t,D)l(t+ l)D+t. 
Here we consider the cases D = 2 and D = 3, and show that f(f, 2) = 4 and 3l/zs - 3 5 
f(f, 3) 5 3fi+ 4. At the end of their article they set the same problem for directed 
graphs. Here we show that the situation is completely different for De3: if G is 
a (l+ I)-arc-connected digraph of order n and diameter at least 3, the maximum 
possible diameter for a digraph obtained from G by deleting t arcs is n - 2r + 1, and 
this bound can be achieved. In the case of diameter 2 the maximum possible 
diameter is 4. We also consider the same problem for deletion of vertices. 
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2. Case D=:! 
Theorem. f(t, 2) = 4. 
Proof. We will first prove that f(t, 2) s 4. That will follow from the following Lemma 
(the idea of its proof is due to P. Fraisse). 
Lemma. Let G be a graph of diameter 2 and C’ the graph obtained from G by 
deleting strictly less than 6 edges (where b is the minimum degree of G). Then the 
diameter of G’ is at most 4. 
Proof. We will prove in fact that between any pair of vertices x, y of V(G), there 
are at least min(d(x),d(y)) edge-disjoint paths of length at most 4. 
Without loss of generality, let us suppose that d(x) I d(y) and let r(x)fl r( y) = 
A={a,,...,a,}; f-(x)-A -y=X= (xl ,...,, u,}; T(y)-A -x= (y, ,..., y,,}. We 
have u s U’ and d(x) = h + u + e, where e = I if x and y are joined by an edge and 0 
otherwise. 
As d(x;, y,) s 2, we have a path P, between xi and yi of length at most 2; that is 
P; is either the edge {Xi, y;} or the path s,, bi, yi where bi fx, y. 
Then consider the d(x) following paths: 
- the edge {x, y} if it exists, 
- the h paths Qi={x,ai,y} where a;EA, 
- the u paths {x, Pi, y}. 
These paths are edge-disjoint and of length at most 4. q 
Let us show that f(t, 2) =4. In fact there exist graphs of arbitrary high edge- 
connectivity of diameter 2 such that if we delete some particular edge the graph ob- 
tained has diameter 4. 
Let V(G)={x}U{y~U{X)U{Y~U{Z) and theedges be theedge {x,y}, all the 
edges between x and X, all the edges between y and Y and all the edges joining any 
vertex of 2 to any vertex of X or Y. 
If j XJ = j Y j = IZ \=a- 1, G is of minimum degree 6, diameter 2 and G- (x, y} 
is of diameter 4. q 
3. Case D=3 
Theorem. 3$&- 3 5 f(f, 3)I 3fi + 4 if t is large enough. 
Proof. (I) We will first prove that f(t,3)r3@+4 if t is large enough. 
Notations. Let G be a (t+ l)-edge-connected graph of diameter 3. Let G’ be 
the graph obtained from G by deleting a set E of t edges. G’ is connected, let 
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D be its diameter. Let X, y be two vertices at distance D in G’ and let P= 
{x=x0,x,, . . . ,x,, . . . , x,=y) be a path of length D in G’. Let 
N,={zc lqG)Id,(.u,z)=i~, 
Li=N,UT(N,)= {ZE V(G)lzeN, or there exists T’EN, with do,(;,;‘)= 11, 
ej = number of edges of E having x, as endvertex. 
Note that N, and f., are not empty as they contain s,. 
(a) IN,/+ ~N,lzf+2-e,, IN,-,~+!N,lrt+Z-e,, 
IN,_,,+jN,!+~N,+,I)t+Z-e, for lsisD--I. 
Proof. Indeed d,(s,)zf+ 1 and d,,(?c,)zr+ 1 -e,, furthermore {.rO) Uf-(s,)c 
NOUN,, {_Y~}U~-(.Y~)CN~_,UN~ and {x,)UT(x,)CN,_,UN,UN,., (for 15 
i<D- 1). 
(b) Let p+l=r(D+1)/31; for Oskrp let I,=13k-l,3k,3k+lI_n[O,D] 
(I,,={O,l), 1,=(2,3,4],..., 1,={3p- 1,3p} if D=3p and 1,={3p- 1,3p,3p+ 1) if 
D=3p+ 1 or 3p+2}. Now, for Osk~p let j, be chosen in 1, such that !Vjx-l is 
maximum over the !N,! where ill,. Let J={j,,j ,,..., j, ,..., jP}, lJi=p-1. 
By (a) and the maximality of 1 Njk / we have /N,, j L r(t+ 2 - e,,)/31. 
(c) Let i and j be such that ij- i j > 3. Then f., n L, = 0 and there is no edge in G’ 
between Lj and Lj. 
Proof. If ZE L;, then i- 1 I&(X, z)li+ 1. 
If tELj* then j- I~do,(.~,t)~j+ 1. 
If Ij-il~4, then dG,(x,;)-d,.(x,t)jz2 and therefore c/,.(.5f)r2. 0 
(d) Let i and j be two elements of J such that ~j-il24. If there is no edge of E 
between L; and Lj then there are at least [(f + 1)/31 edges of E having one of their 
endvertices in Lj (or L,). 
Proof. Suppose that there exist I EN; and t E Nj such that neither z nor t is the end- 
vertex of an edge of E, with its other vertex not in Lj (Lj). Therefore all the 
neighbours of z (resp. t) in G are in Li (resp. L,). But there is no edge in G, by (c) 
and the hypothesis, between L, and Lj; therefore d,(z, t)> 3 contradicting the fact 
that the diameter of G is 3. 
So, without loss of generality, we can suppose that each vertex of IV: is the 
endvertex of an edge of E, whose other endvertex does not belong to L,. There 
exists j, such that i=j, and, by (b), iNil 1 r(r+2 -e,,)/31. If esk=O, then we 
have IN, 11 [(t + 2)/31. If esk f 0, we have the e3k edges in E, which have .u,, as 
endvertex and iNil - 1 edges going out of Nj (the -1 comes from the fact that xjk 
can belong to Ni). These edges are different from the preceding ones because 
their other endvertex is not in L, but x3, is in L;. In summary we have ex- 
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hibited e3k + [(f + 2 - esk)/3] - 1 edges havin g one of their endvertices in L,. But 
esk + [(t + 2 - esk)/31 - 11 [(t + 1)/31 thus proving (d). Cl 
(e) If p+ 1 =[(D+ 1)/3l z 13, then ~~1155; 1 and Ds3@+4. 
Proof. Let K be the set of indices i such that at least r(t+ 1)/31 edges of E have 
one endvertex in L,. Therefore for i, j in J- K such that / j- i / 14 there is by (c) 
and (d) an edge of E between L; and L,. 




therefore kr5. As IJl =p+ 1 we have 
I~k(t+1)+(p+1-k)(p-2-k) 
2 3 2 
9 (RI 
*z3p2 -3(2k+ l)p+(3k’+4k-6) 
6-k 
But as soon as pz 12 we have 
3p2-3(2k+ l)p+(3k2+4k-6) L (p+ l)(p-2) 
6-k 2 * 
If tr(p+ l)(p-2)/2 and pr 12, then pr(1 +l/%?8)/2~0.6+@. Therefore, 
D13p+21sup(3@+3.8; 35), as for rr54 31/Zi+4r35, we have the upper 
bound of the theorem. For smaller values of c we can improve the calculation. 
Forexample,ifp=11,thenby(R)wehavet~53andI/ZS+l~~+lrlland 
so p++ 1. 
1fp=10,thenby(R)wehavet~41and1/51+1~~+1~10andsopI~+1. 
For prl0 we obtain that p<1/2t+ 1. 
If ps9 we have that Ds3p+2s29. 
Therefore, we always have Dr sup(3fi + 5,29). 
If t r 32 we have 31/zi+ 5 129, and the theorem is proved. 
For small values of t (~31), careful calculations give a smaller bound than 29 
for D. 
(II) We will now prove that f(t, 3) L 30 - 3. 
For any t there exists some p such that p(p - 1)/2 I t < (p + l)p/Z. Let D = 3p - 1. 
Let G be the graph constructed as follows: the vertices of G are partitioned into 
D+ 1 sets V,, V,, . . . , VD such that for any i, Oc i< D: 
II/,/=k,=rt/31+1, IV,/=jV,I=t+2-k,. 
There is an edge between xi in 5 and Yj in “; if and only if I j - i I I 1. This graph 
has diameter D and is (t+ I)-edge-connected. For i= 1 (mod 3), let us choose a 
vertex xi in 6. The number of such vertices is p. Now let us add all the possible 
edges between the x,, and t-p(p- 1)/2 other edges anywhere in the graph. The 
resulting graph has diameter 3 because every certes is at distance at most one of the 
x,. It is still (I+ I)-edge-connected. By deleting the r additional edges, we obtain a 
graph of diameter D. This implies that fit, 3) L D, where D= 3p - 1 and 
r<(p+ l)p/2. t<p(p+ I)/2 implies that pr(]!‘8r- 1)/22v2t-+. By conse- 
quencef(t,3)23IS-+- 113yZ-3. 3 
4. Directed case 
We will show that on the contrary with the undirected case, if the diameter of the 
original digraph is at least 3, the diameter of the resulting digraph can be as large 
as we want. 
Theorem. Let G be any (k+ 1)-arc-conneued igraph of diameter at least 3 and 
order n. Let G’ be the digraph obtained from G by deleting the k arcs of a set 
EC E(G). Then the diameter of G’ is at most sup(l, n - 2k -+ l), and this bound can 
be achieved. 
Proof. We will suppose that D(G’)?5. 
Let x and y be two vertices of G such that d,,(x,y)= D’ and let P be 
a path of length D’ from I to y in G’. Then P= (x=x0, x,, . . . , .Y~._, , _u,, = y). 
Let X=P(x)-{x,}, Y=f-(y)--{xD,_,}, R=Tf(X)-X-{xo,x,,.~~l, S= 
I.--( Y) - Y - {xo., .~o._,,so,_~} and T= V(G)- {XU YURUSU V(P)}. Note that 
these sets are disjoint sets. 
If /X/+lY1+/R1+ISj+/T1r2k-2, then D’sn-2k+l. 
If jXI+jYl+jRi+/S;+/T/<2k-2 we can suppose that IXI+IRj_(k-2 (the 
other case / Y I+ IS 1 I k- 2 can be dealt with in a symmetric way). 
In G’ we have 
d&(x)= 1 f/X(, d&,)<!X!+IR!+Zsk 
and for every u E X, d;.(u) 5 j Xl + /R / + 2 5 k but as G is (k + I)-arc-connected, for 
every u E V(G) d;(u) L k + 1. Then we have 
d,C(x)--d;.(x)>k-1x1 
and for every u E P(s), d;(u) -d&(u) L 1 and 
contradicting the fact that IEj = k. 0 
This bound can be achieved: let G be the graph constructed as follows: G consists 
of a path of length D’ whose vertices are x0, x1, . . . ,xDS, plus 2(k- 1) vertices 
{(a;,bi) Isilk-1}, with the following additional arcs: 






tai, xI )Y 
(XD,, bi)v 
(XD’- Ir bi), 
txi, u,)* 
tbj, Xi), 
1 SjSk- 1, i#j, 
1 IjSk- 1, i#j, 
15jlk-1, 
15jSk- 1, 
(x,9 Xj), Olj<iSD’. 
G is (k+l)-arc-connected, IV(G)/=n=D’+l+Z(k-1). Let 
E={(X~,X~~)U{(Ui,b~)}~l~~~~-l}. 
Then D(G-E)=D’=n-2k+ 1. I7 
Theorem. Let G be any (k+ I)-arc-connected igraph of diameter 2. Let G’ be the 
graph obtained by deleting k arcs of G. Then the diameter of G’ is at most 4 and 
this bound is attained. 
Proof. The proof is quite exactly the same as in the undirected case. 
Examples of graphs achieving the bound may be obtained from undirected 
examples by biorienting the edges. 
5. Deletion of vertices 
In [I] it is shown that if G is a I-connected graph of order n and G’ is the graph 
obtained from G by deleting t vertices, then D(G’) I [(n - t - 2)/(A - t)l + 1 and 
that the bound can be attained. 
A proof exactly similar gives the same result for directed graphs. 
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